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	Build high-quality web and mobile user interfaces (UI) that are interactive, fluid, and provide a consistent experience across devices from desktops to tablets to smartphones.


	Use a Material Design approach to position elements and create animations along with principles of the sophisticated AngularJS JavaScript framework. Take advantage of Angular Material, a UI component framework that works out of the box to design web pages that adapt to various screen sizes and adhere to Material Design specifications.


	What You Will Learn:

	
		Develop a UI that adheres to Material Design principles using Angular Material, a UI component framework
	
		Use various Angular Material elements, directives, and services in conjunction with CSS3 Flexbox for layout management
	
		Use best practice design techniques to develop a responsive UI to fit multiple devices and screen sizes from desktop to tablet to mobile phone
	
		Develop web apps for both mobile and desktop form factors and screen sizes using HTML, CSS, and JavaScript



	Who This Book Is For:


	Web and mobile app developers with a basic understanding of JavaScript, HTML, and CSS
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Microsoft SQL Server 2014 Business Intelligence Development Beginners GuidePackt Publishing, 2014

	Get to grips with Microsoft Business Intelligence and data warehousing technologies using this practi cal guide


	About This Book

	
		Discover the Dimensional Modeling concept while designing a data warehouse
	
		Learn Data Movement based on technologies such as SSIS, MDS, and DQS
	...
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Pro Expression Blend 4Apress, 2011

	Pro Expression Blend 4 is for .NET developers and graphical artists who want to learn the ins and outs of the Expression Blend integrated development environment. You may know already that this tool can be used to build Windows Presentation Foundation (WPF), Silverlight, and Windows Phone 7 applications; however, this book will take...
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Human-Centered Software Engineering - Integrating Usability in the Software Development LifecycleSpringer, 2005
The fields of HCI and Software Engineering have evolved almost independently of each other until the last decade, when it became apparent that an integrated and combined perspective would benefit the development of interactive software applications. The chapters in this book are written by prominent researchers who bring to light the major...
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Linux For Dummies, 6th EditionFor Dummies, 2005
Welcome to the fascinating world of open source software that is Linux. In this book, I introduce you to the wonders of the Linux operating system, originally created as a labor of love by Linus Torvalds in the early 1990s. My goal is to initiate you into the rapidly growing ranks of Linux users and enthusiasts busily rewriting the rules for the...
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J2EE Connector Architecture and Enterprise Application IntegrationPrentice Hall, 2001
The Java(TM) 2 Enterprise Edition (J2EE) platform connector architecture is the key component in Java’s support for enterprise application integration (EAI) and for linking enterprise information systems (EISs) with Web services. Because many services are now provided through the Web, it is essential that business enterprises have an...
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Cyber Risks for Business Professionals: A Management GuideIT Governance Publishing, 2010

	The benefits which Internet technologies offer to business professionals also present considerable risks. The management of these risks is the focus of this book.


	Realize the benefits of Internet technologies, while ensuring your company is protected from the associated risks!


	An effective risk management...
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